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NOTICE

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Transportation in the interest of information exchange . The

United States Government assumes no liability for the contents or use

thereof.

The United States Government does not endorse products or manufac turers .

Trade or manufacturers ’ names appear herein solely because they are

considered essential to the object of this report.
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ERRATUM

An incorrect version of Figure 1 appeared in an early printing of

this report which is marked “ADVANCE PRINT” on its cover . The incorrect

figure showed baffles in the ballast bag of the raft. The raft actually

did not have such baffles. Figure i is correct as it appears in this

report.
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1.. INTRODUCTION

This report discusses a series of exercises conducted on inflatable

liferafts having differing ~mdewater ballas t systems for stability. The

exercises ~~re conducted during the week 23 January 1978 in the Pacific

Ocean just off the Coli.m~bia River Bar. The operation was based at U.S.

Coast Guard Station, Cape Disappointment near Ilvaco, Washington.

The exercises were intended to demonstrate two different life raft

ballast system concepts in heavy seas. The location was chosen as

having a high probability for the sea conditions desired at some time

during the week. A fair weather system dominated the area during the

week , so the desired sea conditions never materialized, but the exercises

were carried Out in the general vicinity of a jetty, where the effects

of the jetty and a sloping beach created some breaking waves.

The authors extend their appreciation to the personnel at Cape

Disappointment whose cooperation enabled the exercise to be successfully

completed, despite the heavy personnel demands of running a lifeboat

training school and entertaining reporters and photographers from two

newspapers and a magazine during the week. 
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2, OBJECT IVES

The operation was structured as an exercise rather than a formal test.

No rigorous guidelines were established as to what was to be accomplished

and h~~. The general objectives were to:

(a) Make observations of the behavior of the rafts in heavy seas.

(b) Obtain experience handling the rafts in heavy seas in order to

be better prepared for more rigorous future tests.

Cc) Provide some initial data on life raft performance in heavy seas

to be used as background information for the formal raf t stability evalua-

tion planned to start later in 1978.

(d) Make fi lm and/or videotape records from the surface and from the

air of the rafts in heavy seas.

(e) Determine whether or not a ballast system could be incorporated

into rescue rafts used by the Coast Guard without interfering with the

normal function of the raft,

The exercise was considered to be strictly preliminary, with no inten-

tion of making a final determination on the relative merits of ballast

systems in general or particular types of ballast systems.

I
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE LIVERAPTS

The following rafts were used in the exercise:

(a) A 4-person liferaf t manufactured by the Switlik Parachute Company ,

Inc . The raft  had been procured in limited quantity by the Coast Guard for

evaluation for use by operational units as a rescue raf t .  The body and

canopy of the raf t are similar to the small Coast Guard approved rafts

produced by Switlik , except that the canopy can be rolled down so tha t the

raft is open with nothing overhead but the canopy support tubes. The raft

-~ 
- was modified by Civens Res—Q—Raft by addition of a Civens Buoy Ballast

- ‘ Chamber , The arrangement of the bottom of the raft is illustrated in

Figure 1, This ballast chamber differs from the standard Givens chamber

in that it was fitted with a deballasting arrangement to allow water to

flow out of the bag more easily in order to facilitate towing and

recovery. The deballasting arrangement consists of a slit in the back

end of the buoy which is laced together with a lanyard that can be

pulled from inside the raft. When the lanyard is pulled , a weak link

in the lacing is supposed to break to allow the lacing to be pulled

out, opening the slit, The raft was also fitted with a special towing

bridle intended to distribute the towing load better than the standard

webbing towing bridle provided by Switlik. The special towing bridle

was fabricated by Givens Res-Q—Raft and consisted of 3/8—inch polypropy—

lane line attached to the raft at 6 patches on the tubes. The patches

appeared to be 2000.-lb. nominal attachments • This raft is designated S—C.

(b) A 4—person liferaft manufactured by the Switlik Parachute

Company, Inc. The body and canopy of this raft were identical to those

1; 
_  
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of tb. raft described in the previous paragraph, but differed from the

other in the stabilizing syatom fitted to its bottom. The stabilizing

device was designed by Switlik and is designated as a “Toroidal

Stabilizing Device”. The device is pictured in Figure 2. Unlike the

Givens device which has been La existence for several years , the Switlik

device was a new design and this exercise is believed to be its f i rs t

trial at sea. The raf t  is designated as S—S .

(c) A standard Givens 4—6 man l i feraft  manufactured by Givens

Res—q—R aft. This raft also had the Givens Buoy Ballast Chamber as illus-

trated in Figure 1. It did not have the special deballasting arrange—

meat as did raft S—C. This raft was not initially intended to be

involved in the evaluation, but Mr. Givens, president of Givens Res—Q—Raft,

provided it for whatever use could be made of it,  This raf t  is designated

C—C.
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4. DISCUSSION OF EXERCISES

4.1 Weather and Sea Conditions

Th. location of the exercises at the Columbia River Bar was selected

because of the notorious sea conditions that persist there . The offshore

motor lifeboats at this station are of the self—righting , self—bai ling

design which has shown its value in numerous capsizing and rerighting

incidents in the steep breaking seas that can form over the bar .

The weather during the week was dominated by a stationary high pres-

sure system centered to the northwest of the mouth of the Columbia River.

This b rought generally f sit weather to the area accompanied by offshore

winds, The winds tended to keep down the size of the swells moving

against the wind, toward shore. Under these conditions, the seas during

most of the week were reported as 6 to 10 foot swells moving generally

from west to east. The lone exception to this was Wednesday , January 25 ,

when some light showers and fog were in the area and the wind direction

shifted. On this day , the swells increased to 10 to 15 feet.

Because of the weather and sea conditions, the project team spent

~~nday and Tuesday doing hypothermia experiments at the dock at Cape

Disappointment , The main part of the excercise was held on Wednesday

when the weather picked up,

4.2 Sur f Exercise — Raft  C—C.

On Tuesday , January 24 , Mr. Givens , who was not involved in the

hypothermia experiments going on at the time, took Raft C—C and

jo ined the surf swim exercise that was taking place that day for the

lifeboat training school In the surf swim, the lifeboat crews in train—

5
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ing are taken out off the beach just past the breaker line. There they

are put over the side of the boat and must swim to shore in their wet

suits. No members of the project team were with this surf swim

exercise.

The raft was inflated and taken to the site of the exercise

(Figure 3, area 4.2) .  Mr. Givens reported that the raft was put over

the side of the boat outside the breaker line and was taken into shore

by the surf. A line was then passed to the raft from the boat which

then towed the raft back out through the breakers where it was taken

aboard the boat. Mr. Givens reported that the raft performed very well

during this exercise, did not capsize, was able to be towed sucessfully

and brought aboard the boat with a minimum of difficulty .

After the raft was brought back to the station and deflated , it

was examined . Some damage to the ballast chamber was noted. In parti-

cular, one of the flapper valve attachments was torn, and one of the

filling holes for the initial stabilization stage near the bottom of

the raft body had two rips radiating from it, one in the horizontal

direction (parallel to the waterline), and one in the vertical direction,

extending downward from the hole.

4.3 Preliminary Exercise — Raft S—S.

On Wednesday when the seas picked up somewhat, the two modified

Switlik rafts (S—C and S—S) were taken out toward the ocean aboard a 44—

foot motor lifeboat. A 52—foot motor lifeboat carried observers and

was intended to escort and assist the 44—footer as needed. A Coast

6
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Guard photographer was to be taken aboard an 11—3 helicopter to record

the exercise on videotape. While the two boats were prc eding to sea,

the use of the helicopter for photography was lost to a training exer-

cise being conducted by the lifeboat school. The 52—footer returned to

the dock to pick up the photographer so that the taping could be

attampted from the surface. While this was going on, the 44—footer was

ordered by operations not to proceed beyond the end of the jetties. It

was decided to launch Raft S—S and conduct some limited exercises while

awaiting the return of the 52—footer. These exercises took place in

area 4,3 in Figure 3. In this protected location, moderate swells were

experienced ; there were no breakers.

The raft was put over the side where Mr. Maness boarded it. The

raft rode the slight swells in this area very easily and comfortably .

Mr. Maness unsuccessfully attempted to overturn the raft by hanging out

to one side ; Mr. Givens then entered the raf t  to assist in this at t empt.

The taft tipped to the side the two were on to an angle of about 300

from the horizontal. The raft was prevented from overturning by the

water trapped in the baffled chambers on the high side. It was then

attempted to create some more severe conditions by running the 44—footer

around the raft, creating about a 6—foot wake. The raft continued to

be stable in these conditions, and the continued attempts of the two

individuals to overturn the raft were unsuccessful. The raft was then

• towed about a half—mile to get it out of the main channel where it had

drifted, Mr. Maness then left the raft and allowed Mr. Givens to con-

tinue to try to overturn the raft. His subsequent attempts were also

unsuccessful.

7
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Whil. this exercise was going on, the 52—footer had arrived at the

dock and had begun preparation to take the photographer and his gear

aboard. At this time , another helicopter was made available to the

.xarciae at Air Ststion , Astoria , Oregon. Plans to put the photographer

aboard the 52—footer were abandoned , and the photographer loaded his

gear into a car for the 45-minute drive to the air station. As the

52—footer returned to area 4, 3, Raf t S—S was taken back aboard the 44—

footer .

4 ,4 Open Sea Exercise — Rafts S—C and S-S.

The two boats proceeded to the southern end of the ar~a identified

as 44 in Figure 3. The seas were running 10 to 15 feet in this area and

took the form of long swells with some lust beginning to crest. The

swells did break closer to the jet ty and the beach to the north of the

jetty creating a very heavy rolling surf.  Both rafts were launched fairly

close together with the canopies lowered and approximately 330 lbs. of

sand bags in each to simulate half—loaded rafts. Mx’. Givens, noting

that Raft S—C did not have a sea anchor, severed the sea anchor line

on Raft S—S. Both rafts rode the swells very easily, were not affected

by the creating swells, showed no tendency to overturn, and drifted

very close to each other. Neither raft approached the area of the

breakers *nd they seemed to be in a circular eddy—like current that

would first move them south toward the main channel, and then move

them north to an area just off the north jetty.

8
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In an effort to get the rafts into rougher water, it was decided

to tow thea further north. Raft S—S was taken into tow by the 52—footer

and moved at full throttle (approximately 12 knots) to a location that

was perhaps one—half mile north of the area where the rafts had origi-

nally been launched. The 44—footer took Raft S—G into tow and moved

it a short distance before the belayed towing line was pulled off

its bitt by the resistance of the raft. Towing of the raft was

complicated by the fact that the one—inch diemeter nylon towing line

was only about 20 feet long, forcing the raft to ride right in the

wake of the boat and causing a lot of water to be shipped over the

upper tube, filling the raft with water. In a second attempt to tow

the raft , an eye was made in the end of the towing line which was

then placed over the bitt post. Af te r  towing the ra f t  a short

distance, the towing bridle on the raft parted at four of the six

attaching points. It should be emphasized that this towing arrange-

ment was somewhat of a makeshift affair that had been rigged to

better withstand the resistance to towing caused by the filled

ballast chamber. The Switlik raft body and towing bridle had not

been specifically designed for the Givens Buoy arrangement. The

attachment points that failed were represented by Mr. Civens to have

been glued into place just a few days before this test and were there—

fore somewhat “green ”.

The third attempt to tow the Raft S—C was made using the boarding

lad der on the raf t tha t is made of webb ing, which is the normal towing

point for the Switlik raft. This arrangement also gave way, hav ing

not been designed for the resistance it encountered. Next, Mr. Givens

9 
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entered th. raf t and attempted to operate th. deba i lasting arrangement to

dtap the balla s t cha~~ er. Howsv r , th e weak link had been made of thin

nylon line and would not break. Repeated attempts to deballast were

unsuccessful. One more attempt to use the boarding ladder webbing at an

unbroken point also resulted in the breaking of the webbing. Then

followed an attempt to attach a tow line by putting a loop of it around

the raf t, but by that t ime curren ts in the area had taken the boa t and

the raft dangerously close to the end of the north jetty and this effort

had to be abandoned. One last attempt was made to move the raft by

pulling it back aboard the boa t, but this attemp t also failed. It was

possible to pull the raft partly out of the water and dump some of the

water from the occupant area of the raft, but it appeared that consider—

able water remained in the ballast chamber , which prevented the raft

from being lifted into the boat. It was felt that the raft would

eventually drift onto the jetty or onto the shore where it could be

picked up later.

In the meantime , it was repor ted that mechan ical diff icul ties with

the helicopter assigned to the photographer would prevent it from flying.

It was decided to end the exercise at this point. The 52—footer picked

up Raft  S—S and proceded back to the dock at Cape Disappointment.

The 44—footer stood by some distance away from the jetty and

observed Raft S—C as it moved into the area of the rolling surf just

off the end of the north jetty. One of these waves broke over the raft

and it disappeared from sight. After several seconds it reappeared

upside down with the ballast chamber laying flat on the upturned bottom

10
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of the raft (see Figure 3). From the location of the observers on the

44—footer, it was not possible to tell if the ballast chamber was

laying flat on the floor of the raft, or whether water was still con-

tained in the floor distended under the cover of the chamber material.

When upside down, this raft will normally float on its canopy support

tubes. The fact that it was flat on the water suggests that the

canopy tubes were collapsed, and at least some water was weighting the

raft down between the ballast chamber and the floor. An alternate

explanation could be that the raft was held to the surface by suction

in the occupant area.

4.5 Recovery of Raft S—C.

Several hours later, Raft S—G washed onto the north side of the

North Jetty where it was recovered by land (see Figure 3). By the

time it had reached the jetty, it had righted in the surf and the

occupant area was filled with water and one or two small logs . No

one saw the raft reright. The raft had been caught for some time in

an eddy just north of the jetty with a large amount of floating debris

including logs 8 to 12 inches in diameter and several sea otters and

sea lions. When the raft was recovered, it was discovered tha t

aeyeral of the attachments of the flapper valve had broken, indicating

that movement of the raft and the resulting pressure on the ballast

chamber had broken them, There were also tears radiating from two

holes for filling the initial ballast stage. These tears were

located about 90° around the raft from the towing point. One of the

tears was horizontal, parallel to the waterline and connected the

two holes, The other tears extended downward from the same two holes

_ _ _  
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and stopped at a seam. This damage is illust rated in Figure 4. Other 
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than this, the raft was in good shape. There was no noticeable loss

of pressure in the tubes including the canopy supp ort tubes which were

upright and firm. The similarity of the damag. to this raf t and the

damage that occured to raft G—C as reported in Section 4.2 should be noted.

I
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5. ANALYSIS AND (X)NCLUS IONS

5.1 Performance of Raf t S—C.

The capsizing of raft S—C will be one of the most controversial

aspects of this exercise. The Givens Buoy System has been heavily

advertised as being a great improvement over conventional stabilizing

devices for inflatable liferafts. Under one set of conditions in

another test, where deployed rafts were subjected to high winds

generated over calm water, this claim for improved stability has been

shown to be true. 1/ The conclusion from the present exercise mus t be

that although the ballast chamber ~~~ improve rough water performance,

the ballast chamber as it was installed on raft S—C does not guarantee

that the raft will never overturn. In this connection the following

observations must be made:

(a) No conclusion can be made with regard to the relative perfor-

mance of Raft S—C in comparsion with a raft of any other design.

Neither Rafts S—S nor G—G was subjected to the heavy rolling breakers

in which Raft S—C overturned.

(b) It can not be determined with certainty whether or not the

f lapper valve was intact when the raft overturned , so the effective-

ness of the ballast system at that time cannot be determined. It

- 

must be assumed , however , that even if the flapper was open, the water

in the ballast chamber would be restricted from leaving by the orf ice

if Daniels , M.R . , et al., Preliminary Tests of Inflatable Life—
rafts for Stability in High Winds, Department of Transportation, Office
of Merchant Marine Safety, US. Coast Guard, Report No. CG—M—l—78, NTIS
No. AD A048722, December 1, 1977.
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- effect of the opening, so that some degree of stabilization would be

present in any event. The difficulty in towing the raft and the

inability of three men to pull the raft aboard the boat suggest that

the flapper valve was intact before the raft was set adrift. However,

the similar damage to Raft C—C which did not overturn but was towed

and subjected to break ing waves , presents the possibility that the

damage to Raft S—C was not coincident with its capsizing. The

present evidence suggests that the damage was caused by wave action

just prior to capsizing, and that the reduced (but not totally

eliminated) effect of the ballast contributed to the eventual capsizing.

(c) Another possibility is that the flapper valve attachments

were intact during the capsizing and were broken sometime between the

capsizing and the eventual rerighting of the raft before its recovery .

This possibility is suggested since no one on the 44—footer observed

the flapper valve out of place after it capsized. Furthermore, some

observers have suggested that the pattern of damage to the flapper

valve attachments shows that the damage was caused by an inward force

on the flapper . Such a force could be generated by seas breaking over

the capsized raft.

Cd) The tearing of the initial ballast stage between filling holes

would probably not have affected the stability of the raft significantly

when the ballast chamber was full. This damage could have possibly been

caused by the floating debris in the area where the raft was recovered ,

but the similarity of this damage to the damage sustained by Raft  C—C

indicates that the tears probably occurred earlier. It is noted that the

holes could be high stress points when the body of the raft is twisted

and the ballast chamber has not had a chance to move, such as would

14
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occur when the slack is taken up on a towing line and the raft is not

aligned in the direction of towing. Since rip—stop material was not

used in construction of the ballast chamber, small rips could easily

propagate into long ones.

Ce) A different choice of materials and design detail could pos-

sibly prevent the kind of damage that occured to the ballast chamber.

(f) Raft  S—C had water in the occupant area when it overturned

and this may have resulted in a significant loss of stability. The

canopy of the raft was down during the entire exercise, and the raft

shipped a lot of water that would have been prevented from entering

if the canopy had been up.

(g) Some detractors of the Givens system have suggested that when

a heavily ballasted raft overturns , it will be dragged under by the

action of the waves, turned over, and when it surfaces again upside

down, the water in the ballast bag will be dumped on the occupants ,

crushing or trapping them. It could not be determined by the observers

how far the raft was actually dragged under, or whether it was merely

covered by a wave breaking on top of it. It was also not possible to

determine whether or not there was any water in the ballast chamber

after it overturned. The chamber material appeared to be laying flat,

but It could have either been laying directly on the raft floor or

floating on top of water contained between the ballast chamber matcrt~’~

and a distended floor.

(h) The sea conditions at the place where the raft overturned

were due to bottom effects and may not be representative of deep sea

wave action ,
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(i) Th. ballast ch~~~ ar was installed on a Switlik raft , not on

a Given. raft.

(j) The towing of Raft S—C was highly unsatisfactory. The

resistance of the ballast chamber full of water to moving makes towing

difficult . When the raft is under tow, it tends to plow through the

water rather than skim the top like most rafts. It would be desireable

to improve the towing characteristics of the raft, but stability when

drifting should still be the most important consideration for a sur-

vival raft on a commercial vessel.

5.2 Performance of Raft S—S.

Raft S—S performed well throughout the exercise , however, its

rough water stability cannot be evaluated against that of the Raft  S—C

at this time because It was not subjected to the same severe conditions

as was Raft S—C. In the exercise described in Section 4.3, it was

shown to have very good static stability. Other rafts of the same size

without ballast chambers or with very small ballast chambers have been

easily turned over by one person leaning out. The improvement in

stability was evident. The towing performance of the raft was very

satisfactory, which is important for Coas t Cuard rescue rafts that

may be drifted into shallow areas to pick up stranded survivors and

then must be towed out, On the basis of these observations, the Switlik

Toroidal Stabilizing Device was selected for use on life rafts for

Coast Guard rescue boats. These rafts are to be procured in the

near future.

Raft S—S shared the same upper body construction with Raf t S—C .

Therefor. in view of the harsh treatment of Raft S—C as discussed
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previously, it is concluded that Raft S—S is of sufficiently robust con—

strction to perform well as a rescue raf t for Coast Guard operational units.

5.3 Accomplishment of Objectives

(a) The objective of observing life raft behavior in heavy seas

was only partially accomplished because of fair weather in the area most

of the week. The capsizing of Raft S—C did show what might happen in

rolling seas, but it was an event that was not observed at close range

(1000 ft. estimated) and it occurred in waves that were influenced by

the bottom effect and may not have been representative of deep sea con-

ditions. The 10 to 15 ft. swells in deeper water presented no problem

f o r  either raft.

• (b) Handling the rafts proved to be not too difficult with the

exception of towing Raft S—C and removing it from the water. For test

purposes, it seems that a better way is needed to move this r a f t .  Since

there were two boats, the two rafts were not difficult to track. In

the opinion of the authors , it would have been possible for each boat

to handle one more raft efficiently , but no more.

(c) This report will add some information to what is already known

about the behavior of inflatable liferafta at sea, and it raises ques-

tions about certain technical problems that need to be further invest i—

gated ,

(d) Because of lack of helicopter availability the aerial photo-

graphy was not made. Some of the observers on the 52—footer had still 
- 

-

and motion picture cameras and they did record parts of the exercise.

The capsizing was not recorded on film. None of the still pictures

adequately conveys the the size of the seas. Some of the movie shots

—
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do give one a he for th. conditions when they vere taken in a direction

paral lel to the line of the vevee, For greatest effect , future photo-

graphy of similar exercises should ~~~hasize shots taken in this direction.

(a) As discussed in 5.2 , it was decided that the ballast system on

Raft S—S would be a suitable addition to the Coast Guard rescue rafts .

5.4 Future Work

Ballast systems have great potential for improving liferaft stability.

The goals of future work in this area ~~st be to establish:

(a) Row much ballast is required?

(b) flaw should the ballast water be held and distributed?

Cc) Are there any aspects of ballast systems that introduce new

hazards, and if so, how can they be reduced? • -

Cd) Can ballast systems be effective when the raft is first inflated,

the time when casulty records show that many inflatable rafts have been

carried away?

(he aspect of future work that is very important at this point is

the establishment of a theoretical basis for liferaf t stability, both

with and without ballast systems. Work on this aspect of the problem is

expected to begin in late 1978, This will give future at—sea tests

better direction.

(he thing that was lacking from this exercise was a flat bottomed or

lightly ballasted raft. Such a raft would be valuable to observe along— •

side the ballasted rafts to give a better feel for the effect of ballast

systems on raft performance.

18
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6. (~ *(~~TS BY MANUFACTURERS

Equipment manufactured by Switlik Parachute Company and Given.

Res-4~—Raft was used in this test. These companies were given a chance

to review the preliminary draft of this report. Widely differing

opinions on the test results were expressed . This was not unexpected

since the report contains the first known account of a capsizing of a

liferaf t with a Givens Buoy Ballast System which has been extensively

advertised as a great improvement over more conventional designs.

The verbatim comsents from these two companies are available from the

authors on request at the following address:

U. S. Coast Guard Headquarters
G-4IMT—3/83
Washington , DC 20590

)
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Rift B~jy

In it i a l Stabl !Izatlon Stage

o Va l ved inl et Holes — Water

/ passes I n , restricted
0 \ from escaping.

0 0 0 Ballast Chamber

Wire Hoops - Provide shape.

7

Flapper Va l ve — Water
passes in , restricted
from escaping .

• • FIGURE 1. Glvens Buoy System on Rafts S—G and
G-G (Simp li fied cutaway view of raft bottom:

• canopy and certain design details not shown).

Raf t  Body

A • Toroida l Ballast Bag

(‘Qu
u Compartment Dividers —

Separate ballast bag
00 i nto 8 compartments.

Meta l Bar — Provides shape,
pulls bag down to draw

00 ooo O water In.

Holes - Allow free passage
of water.

FIGURE 2. Swit lt kTo roldal Stabili zing Device
on Raft S— S (Simplified cutaway view of raft
bottom: canopy and certain design details not
shown ).
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FIGURE 3. Chart of Col umbia River Bar Area
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0~~~ ~~~~
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Flapper va l vo attachmonts torn out of hal last
chambor half  way around , ap prox I mate ly  In
th is soctor.

FIOURL 4. Damaqo to Raft S-(’~.
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